
  

 

Introduction and description of main event 

 

Sound of Music Festival is one of the summer’s most popular community events and tourist attractions.  

Every year in June, Burlington comes alive with Canada’s Largest Free Music Festival.  Over 200,000 

come to enjoy the biggest annual gathering of music by the lake and enjoy 5 days of free concerts 

spanning all genres. The 2014 event which took place June 7, 12-15, attracted over 225,000 visitors.  

The Festival features 100 music acts across 10 stages located throughout our waterfront and 

downtown area.  The line-up boasts a unique blend of new and emerging artists, Canadian icons and 

returning fan favourites.  Complete with a Carnival, Downtown Streetfest, Grande Festival Parade, 

Family Zone, and a free music education program for children, the event offers something for everyone 

and appeals to a wide demographic, and it’s FREE. 

 

The Festival offers a quality experience with first rate family friendly entertainment in a safe and scenic 

lakeside location.  The music line-up includes live concerts featuring all types of music - Jazz, Rock, 

Folk, Pop, Blues, Latin, Big Band, Celtic, Country and Children's Entertainment.  Sound of Music 

Festival attracts locals and tourists, with 40% of the attendees coming from outside of Burlington.  Over 

$6 million is generated in local and tourist spending.  Community involvement and sponsor support 

continues to rise year over year.  Over 600 volunteers were on hand during the Festival week, 100 of 

which work all year round on various committees.  The Festival maintains partnerships with tourism 

partners, local hotels, merchants and restaurants. It is supported by the community through local 

businesses, corporations, local attendees, visitors, incredible volunteerism and has become a part of 

the fabric of this community.   

 

Sound of Music Festival has enjoyed 35 years of success. The Festival is consistently supported by 

municipal, regional, provincial and federal grant support and funding and is recognized as a tourism 

driver.  It is regarded as culturally significant, through its musical entertainment variety and appeal to all 

demographics, tastes and ages, not to mention it's the highlight of the summer!  We are proud to have 

earned and received Festival and Events Ontario’s ‘Festival of Distinction’ designation this year.   The 

next edition of “Canada’s Largest Free Music Festival” is scheduled for June 13, 18-21, 2015. 



  

 

Name of Program and Sponsor 

 

Halton Honda hosted Doodle Cars in the Family Zone of the Festival. 

 

 

Description and Purpose of Event/Program being sponsored 

 

In an ongoing effort to continually improve and offer new opportunities to our attendees and sponsors 

alike, Doodle Cars was introduced as an activation for returning sponsor, Halton Honda.  

 

Doodle Cars gave Halton Honda the opportunity to engage children and parents alike.  Within the 

physical parameters of the Family Zone, children were encouraged and allowed to draw, doodle and 

play games with erasable markers on two white Honda vehicles.  While children were engaged in 

activity and play, parents were able to view and examine the vehicles allowing Halton Honda staff to 

answer questions and promote their brand.  Halton Honda also hosted a drawing contest. Car doodles 

were photographed and entries for ‘best drawing’ were entered into a draw to give away an Ipad. 

 

The novelty of being able to doodle on an unconventional surface was a great draw, piquing the interest 

of all the genres of family.  Simplistic but highly effective, the approach of this program for both 

attendee and sponsor engagement proved most successful. 

 

 

       

Description of sponsor; level of sponsorship; details of benefit package and length of 

sponsorship/partnership 

 

Halton Honda is part of a family business that has operated in the community since 1969.  They pride 
themselves in providing courteous, professional service in a family friendly atmosphere and have built a 
reputation of truly looking after its customers.  Their service and competitive pricing has allowed them to 
become the largest volume dealership in the area.   

Halton Honda honours commitment to their community.  Recognizing they benefit from the communities’ health 
and growth, Halton Honda does ‘what it can do to make it a better place’. 

Halton Honda has supported the Festival for 15 years but was looking to ad an onsite presence.  As a GOLD 
SPONSOR, Doodle Cars was their first activation and was a 1 year arrangement.  Because of the 
overwhelming response, we are currently negotiating a larger programming component over multiple years. 

 



  

 

Benefit package included: 

 2 vehicles on location throughout the operating hours of the Family Zone 

 Contesting opportunity 

 Logo recognition on all recognition tools – print, online, SM 

 1/4 page ad in Festival Program 

 Logo in rotation on banner heading of website with link to your website 

 Festival Parking Pass 

 4 Sponsor Hospitality Tent VIP weekend passes 

 Inclusion in thank you post advertisement 

 

Overall Effectiveness / success of the program 

The Family Zone runs for two days of the 4 day festival separate from the lights, action and activity of the 

Carnival which can overshadow the family-friendly zone.  With both a Sponsor and Festival element looking for 

revitalization, the Doodle Cars was a fantastic draw and wildly successful.   Its simplistic approach played to 

the audience. The living art mural that grew from the initiative spoke to the community and family feel 

enhancing the Festival’s position of offering something for everyone and the Sponsor’s commitment to their 

community. 

 

 

Supporting Question:  What Challenges/obstacles did you foresee / encounter in creating the program, 

and how did you handle them? 

 

The concept of drawing on cars, essentially being able to deface vehicles was in itself the obstacle.  The 

concept had to be executed in the Family Zone to ensure interactive play vs. graffiti.  The sponsor needed to 

see the value of this programming to a select 1000 families instead of the 200,000+ attendees of the festival.  

Interested but apprehensive, for the first trial year we executed a scaled down version of the original concept.   

 

Initially the plan included a family line of vehicles all in white, all available for doodling.  We decided on two 

vehicles, one wrapped to invite, entice and enforce the family messaging (to dissuade profanity and graffiti). 

 

As the Family Zone operates for confined days/hours of the Festival, vandalism of the vehicles was a concern 

outside of Zone hours.  Halton Honda staff, students, volunteers and Festival security ensured the vehicles 

were cared for. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

Supporting Materials:      

 

 
 

 

Promotion: 

 

The Sponsor wanted to ensure the concept was well received before investing further promotional, marketing 

or media materials into this new venture.  These aspects will be added moving forward. 

 

 

Measurable Results: 

 

Measurable results are being gauged through the drawing contest response by the Sponsor.  The Festival 

included the Doodle Cars activation to event research initiatives and surveys – both online and onsite.  Results 

are due by the end of August 2014.  The greatest measurable result however is a returning sponsor with a 

renewed interest in the Festival and growing their participation within it. 

  

  

 


